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Abstract. Self-organizing systems are present in many areas of nature
and science, and have more recently been increasingly applied to telecom-
munications. These systems often exhibit common structural properties,
such as the small-world property, and can react to changes in their en-
vironment with no centralized control. With ever-increasing capacity
requirements, Transparent Optical Networks (TONs) have been estab-
lished as the enabling technology for future long-haul high-speed back-
bone networks. Designing fast security mechanisms is critical, particu-
larly due to the high speeds and transparency inherent in TONs. In this
paper, we propose a self-organizing small-world control plane for fail-
ure management in TONs, which can improve scalability and adapt to
changes in the network.
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1 Introduction

Self-organization is a phenomenon where low-level interactions between individ-
ual entities spontaneously emerge in certain global properties. These so-called
‘emergent’ properties, which are spontaneously achieved through the selfish ac-
tions of individuals, have certain functionality, i.e., fulfill a purpose beneficial
for the system as a whole. Common structural properties have been observed in
many such systems [1]. One of the most important is the ‘small-world’ property
[2], a term coined to describe networks which are highly clustered with short
average path lengths. Self-organizing systems and concepts have been observed
in many areas of life and science, from fireflies flashing in perfect synchrony to
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the interconnection of web pages on the World Wide Web [3]. Although self-
organizing concepts have not yet been fully exploited in the design and func-
tioning of telecommunication networks, applying these concepts to various areas
in communications is currently being intensively researched. Examples include
applications in peer-to-peer networks [4], as well as ad hoc and cellular wireless
networks [5]. However, to the best of our knowledge, these concepts have not yet
been systematically applied and explored in the context of transparent optical
networks.

In Transparent Optical Networks (TONs), the physical network consists of
an interconnection of optical fibers employing Wavelength Division Multiplex-
ing (WDM). WDM is a technology which can exploit the large potential band-
width of optical fibers by dividing it among different wavelengths. TONs are
dynamically reconfigurable networks where a virtual topology is created over
the physical optical network by establishing all-optical connections, called light-
paths, between pairs of nodes. These connections can traverse multiple links in
the physical topology and yet transmission via a lightpath is entirely in the
optical domain making them transparent. In order to provision, establish, main-
tain, tear down, or reroute lightpaths due to new connection requests, changing
traffic, and/or unexpected failures in the network, an optical control plane is
maintained employing various routing and signalling protocols [6]. Control in-
formation is sent on a separate wavelength than data signals on each link and is
electronically processed at each node.

Although the transparency of TONs offers many advantages, such as speed
and insensitivity to data rate and protocol format, it makes monitoring much
more difficult since it must be performed in the optical domain. Some of the op-
tical monitoring (OPM) equipment and techniques available today include opti-
cal power monitors, optical spectrum analyzers, OTDRs (Optical Time Domain
Reflectometer), eye monitors, BER (Bit-Error-Rate) estimation techniques, pilot
tones, and others [7]. A survey of optical monitoring techniques can be found in
[8]. Most OPM equipment generates alarms upon observing suspicious behavior.
These alarms can be used to detect certain failures, but by no means all of them.
Furthermore, due to the high cost of monitoring equipment, it is not realistic to
assume all nodes are equipped with full monitoring capabilities. Thus, obtaining
monitoring information from nodes with high monitoring capabilities efficiently
is necessary to ensure reliable network operation.

A failure management system is employed by the TON to deal with various
failures, including both component malfunctions and deliberate attacks. Attacks
can be particularly malicious since they can propagate through the network and
appear sporadically. Attacks most often include jamming and/or tapping legiti-
mate data signals by exploiting component weaknesses, such as gain competition
in amplifiers and crosstalk in switches. Various failures have been described in [9],
[10], and [11]. Failure management consists of preventing, detecting, and reacting
to such failures. Prevention mechanisms, such as strengthening and/or alarm-
ing the fiber, are measures taken to prevent failures from occurring. Detection
mechanisms are responsible for identifying and diagnosing failures according to
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the alarms received from monitoring equipment (via the control plane), locating
the source, and generating the appropriate notification messages to ensure suc-
cessful reaction. Methods to locate and recover from various component faults
are proposed in [12]. Localization algorithms to help locate the source of various
attacks are given in [7], [13], and [11]. Finally, reaction mechanisms restore the
proper functioning of the network by isolating the source of the failure, reconfig-
uring the connections, rerouting, and updating the security status of the network
[10]. In the presence of attacks, reaction mechanisms should quickly isolate the
source to preclude further attacks. Moreover, the source and destination nodes of
failed lightpaths need to be notified quickly so they can launch their restoration
mechanisms before triggering higher layer restoration. Additionally, efficiently
restoring failed lightpaths is crucial due to the hight data rates involved which
could potentially lead to huge data loss.

In this paper, we are concerned with the control mechanisms enabling effi-
cient detection and fast restoration in the presence of failures. Namely, when a
failure occurs, optical monitoring equipment sends alarms via the control plane
to be analyzed by the failure management system. Lightpaths affected by the
failure are then restored as quickly as possible, while failure management works
on locating, isolating, and repairing the failure. Here, we do not discuss the spe-
cific routing or signalling protocols involved, but present a general model for the
optical control plane. Namely, we propose a self-organizing scheme to maintain
an optical control plane whose structure implicitly enables fast monitoring in-
formation exchange for both detection and restoration purposes. The algorithm
self-organizes the control plane into a ‘small world’. The motivation for this is
to reduce the average path length of the control plane to speed up the flow of
control information, while maintaining high clustering to improve resiliency to
false alarms and the resolution power of true alarms. Simulations show that the
proposed scheme significantly reduces the average path length while maintaining
fairly high clustering, and can adapt to changes in the network in a self-organized
manner.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, Sec. 2 gives an overview
of the ‘small-world’ concept. Then in Sec. 3, we propose a self-organizing control
plane which is supported by the simulation results presented in Sec. 4. Finally,
Sec. 5 concludes the paper.

2 Small Worlds

Up until the 1990’s, complex systems were generally modeled using regular and
random graphs. However, many real-world self-organizing networks, from the
collaboration of film actors to biological ecosystems, lie in between these ex-
tremes of order and randomness. Such complex networks have been successfully
described using the small world [2] model. The term small world is used to de-
scribe networks that are highly clustered with short average path lengths. The
average path length, L, is a global property describing the typical separation
between any two nodes in the network. It is defined as the average hop distance
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between all pairs of nodes. The clustering coefficient, C, is a local property de-
scribing the typical cliquishness of a local neighborhood. For each node, we find
the ratio of edges in its immediate one-hop neighborhood (including itself) to
the total possible number of edges in this neighborhood1. These values, averaged
over all the nodes in the network, define the clustering coefficient, C.

Fig. 1. A small world network
generated by the WS procedure
where 0 < p << 1

While regular lattices are highly clustered
with long average path lengths, and random
graphs exhibit low clustering with short aver-
age path lengths, small world structures are
somewhere in between. Watts and Strogatz
[2] proposed a ‘rewiring’ method, referred to
as the WS algorithm, to generate such struc-
tures. The procedure initially starts with a
ring lattice and then randomly replaces, or
rewires, existing links with random ones with
probability p. It has been shown that even
for very small p, i.e., a tiny bit of rewiring,
a small world is born. An example of a small
world network generated in this manner is
shown in Fig. 1.

Applying the small-world concept to communication networks could prove
beneficial [14], helping to improve information flow and propagation speed in
the Internet, ad hoc networks, and possibly transparent optical networks. In-
tuitively, high-speed shortcuts between distant parts of a network could enable
faster system-wide communication, thus aiding dynamic processes such as syn-
chronization, control, and management.

3 The Proposed Self-Organizing Control Plane

The physical topology of the transparent optical network is far from being a
random graph since geographic location and installation cost considerations play
a major role. The physical topology of the mesh core network is usually more
clustered and lattice-like. As already mentioned, a control plane is maintained
in the network on a separate supervisory channel on each link. Thus, the control
plane topology is equivalent to the physical topology, with point-to-point control
lightpaths in each direction between every two physically neighboring nodes.
Such a topology can have a fairly high average path length between distant parts
of the network, making control information exchange relatively slow. Adding
some ‘shortcuts’ to create a small world can help reduce the average path length.

It is not realistic to add physical long-range links between distant nodes due
to the cost of installing fiber and the inherent need for optical regenerators.
However, establishing some long-range control lightpaths between distant nodes

1 It is assumed that there can be at most a single edge between a pair of nodes.
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Fig. 2. An example of a hybrid control plane on a reference European core topology
from [15].

over the existing physical topology is feasible. Basically, the control plane would
be a hybrid control plane composed of point-to-point control lightpaths on each
physical link and a set of directed long-range control lightpaths. An example of
such a hybrid control plane for a reference European core topology from [15] is
shown in Fig. 2. This idea was first introduced in [9] and further developed in
[16]. In this paper, we propose a self-organizing scheme to create such a hybrid
structure and maintain it in the presence of changes.

To create a small-world control plane topology in a self-organized manner,
each node must choose to which distant nodes it wants to be connected to via
lightpaths in such a way that their selfish behavior emerges in the desired global
structure. Although the physical neighbors are fixed, each node is free to choose
its distant neighbors, called ‘informants’, from which it obtains additional infor-
mation about other parts of the network. These extra lightpaths are directed,
originating at the informant and terminating at the node which chose it.

3.1 The Desired Global Structure

The motivation for creating a small world control plane is to be able to exchange
monitoring and control information quickly, particularly in the context of failure
management. It is desirable that the management system receive alarms gener-
ated from monitoring equipment (via the control plane) as quickly as possible
to ensure fast failure detection and localization. In the meantime, it is of utmost
importance that lightpaths affected by the failure be restored quickly due to
the very high data rates inherent in TONs which can potentially lead to critical
data loss causing severe service disruption. Additionally, fast restoration is nec-
essary to ensure that lightpaths are restored before higher layers trigger their
own restoration procedures creating a race condition. Failed lightpaths can be
restored by utilizing preplanned back-up paths or reactive rerouting strategies.
In both cases, the end nodes of the failed lightpath must efficiently be signalled
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to handle the failure [17]. Since it is not realistic to assume that extensive optical
monitoring is available at each node, failures along a particular lightpath trigger
alarms only at a subset of optical monitoring nodes which the lightpath tra-
verses. Thus, it is desirable that the source and destination nodes of lightpaths
be well connected to the monitoring nodes they traverse.

Furthermore, clustering in the control plane is desirable in the context of
optical monitoring and security to help detect false alarms and resolve redun-
dant ones. Clustered individuals in various self-organizing systems have been
known to establish trust easier and communicate more frequently and, thus,
work together more efficiently [18]. Recall that the physical topology is often
highly clustered. By adding long-range control lightpaths, a trade-off is made by
slightly decreasing the clustering coefficient in order to significantly lower the
average path length. Our goal is to optimize this trade-off by minimizing the
drop in clustering while maximizing the decrease in average path length.

In accordance with all of this, we deem the following properties of the control
plane as the desired global structural properties.

Low L, where L is the average path length in the control plane in terms of
hops. (A hop is considered to be a control lightpath.)

High C, where C is the clustering coefficient as described in Sec. 2. (Since the
clustering coefficient is defined for an undirected graph, the directed long-
range control lightpaths are considered undirected in the calculation of C.)

Low Lmon to s and Lmon to d, where Lmon to s and Lmon to d are the average
path lengths in hops from each monitoring node to the source and destination
nodes, respectively, of all data lightpaths passing through it, averaged over
all the monitoring nodes in the network.

3.2 Local Behavior Rules

Our goal is to create and maintain a control plane topology in a self-organized
manner where the selfish behavior of individual nodes emerges in the desired
global properties. In addition to its fixed physical neighbors, each node can
choose distant ‘informants’ from which it obtains additional information about
other parts of the network. Not all nodes are equally attractive to use as in-
formants. Naturally, each node prefers to connect to nodes with access to more
information relevant to it. For example, suppose node j has certain monitoring
equipment available to monitor lightpaths passing through it. Furthermore, sup-
pose node i happens to be the source node of a lightpath routed via node j.
Node i would benefit from having j as an informant because if the monitoring
equipment at node j detects a failure, node i could be informed very quickly (in
a single hop) and could, thus, launch its restoration mechanism faster.

It is also important that the control plane self-maintains and self-organizes to
adapt to changes in its environment. Namely, nodes can change over time causing
a shift in the attractiveness of informants. In the presence of traffic changes
and/or failures, several data lightpaths could be reconfigured. New monitoring
equipment could also be acquired or existing equipment could fail. Furthermore,
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informants could acquire a bad reputation after sending false information. Nodes
in our control plane can choose new informants, in light of these changes, subject
to certain constraints.

All nodes in the network have certain local information available. Each node
is aware of all the lightpaths originating at it, terminating at it, and passing
through it (called transient lightpaths). A node maintains the following infor-
mation regarding each lightpath: its source node, its destination node, the wave-
length it utilizes, the input port on which it arrives (unless it originates at the
node), and the output port on which it is transmitted (unless it terminates at
the node). Each node is also aware of the monitoring information available to it.
It can have various optical monitoring equipment to monitor passing lightpaths,
such as spectrum analyzers or power monitors.

1

Node (i) Behavior Protocol
Initialization:
currentInformant := NULL ;
Rating(NULL, i) := 0;
Begin:
Periodically, sendrating request to a random nodej;
if receivedrating request from a nodek then

Sendrating reply to k;
end if
if receivedrating reply from nodej then

ComputeRating(j, i);
if Rating(j, i) > Rating(currentInformant, i) then

Tear down control lightpath(currentInformant, i);
Establish new control lightpath(j, i);
currentInformant := j;

end if
end if
End

Fig. 3. The pseudocode of the node behavior pro-
tocol.

To create and main-
tain our desired small
world control plane, we
propose the following self-
organizing scheme. Ini-
tially, each node chooses
one random informant and
establishes a correspond-
ing control lightpath. Peri-
odically, each node i sends
a rating request message
to a random node j in
the network demanding its
rating. The rating of node
j, when requested by node
i, represents its attractive-
ness as a potential infor-
mant to node i. We denote
this as Rating(j, i) and it
depends on both i and j.
Upon receiving a rating request, node j returns a rating reply message, whose
contents will be described later on. From the information provided in the
rating reply message, node i can calculate Rating(j, i). It then compares j’s
rating to the rating of its current informant. If j’s rating is better, it tears down
the lightpath connecting it to its current informant and establishes a new light-
path from node j using the signaling protocol employed by the control plane.
We set a limit on the maximum number of nodes for which a node can be an
informant (i.e., each node has a maximum control plane out-degree) due to the
limited resources available at each node. The pseudocode of the local node be-
havior protocol is shown in Fig. 3.

To help describe function Rating(j, i), we define the following parameters.
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Phyj,i is a binary parameter indicating if nodes j and i are physical neighbors
and, thus, already connected via one-hop lightpaths along the physical link
connecting them.

Free Portj is a binary parameter indicating whether there are free resources at
node j to handle becoming an informant for a new node.

Monj is an integer representing the level of optical monitoring equipment and
techniques used at node j. If there is no optical monitoring available, Monj =
0. With increased equipment and better techniques, the level increases.

TLPsi
j is an integer which represents the number of transient data lightpaths

passing through node j whose source node is node i.
TLPdi

j is an integer which represents the number of transient data lightpaths
passing through node j whose destination node is node i.

Hopsj,i represents the length of the shortest path in hops in the physical topol-
ogy from node j to node i.

CP in
j is an integer representing the in-degree of node j in the control plane
topology.

The rating function is then defined as

Rating(j, i) = (1−Phyj,i)·Free Portj ·[Hopsj,i·Monj ·(TLPsi
j+TLPdi

j)+CP in
j ].
(1)

If nodes j and i are already physical neighbors, i.e., Phyj,i = 1, then there is
no need for a new control lightpath between them since they are already one-hop
away. Thus, rating Rating(j, i) = 0. The same is true if node j does not have
any free resources (i.e., a free output port) to establish a new control lightpath
originating at it. Otherwise, the rating depends on the information that can be
obtained from node j which is relevant to node i.

Node j monitors all its transient lightpaths in accordance with the level of
optical monitoring capabilities available to it, i.e., Monj . If node j detects a
failure, it sends an alarm to failure management and the source and destination
nodes of the corresponding lightpaths via the control plane. The more lightpaths
that pass through node j that happen to have their source or destination at node
i, and the better the optical monitoring performed at node j, the more attractive
j is as an informant to i.

Furthermore, node i will receive alarm(s) from j in the presence of failure
(provided j’s monitoring equipment detects it) via the shortest path in the cur-
rent control plane topology. Thus, the longer this path, the more desirable it is
for node i to employ node j as an informant in order to reduce this path. In the
Rating(j, i) function, however, the parameter Hopsj,i represents the shortest
path in the physical topology and not the control plane. The motivation for this
is as follows. As the control plane changes over time, the shortest paths between
nodes in the control plane also change. Thus, if the shortest path between j and
i in the control plane were included in function Rating(j, i), the rating could
change due to a shift in the control topology even if there are no significant
changes in the network with respect to traffic flows, data lightpaths, monitoring
equipment, etc. Since each change in the control plane requires certain signalling
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overhead to tear down and establish a new informant, it is not desirable to have
frequent modifications. We aim to optimize the trade-off between the stability
of the control plane and its ability to adapt to changes in the network. By con-
sidering the shortest physical path between nodes j and i in the rating function,
the protocol initiates fewer changes and yet often gives a good indication of the
distance between the nodes. Essentially, it is a tradeoff between updated infor-
mation and control overhead. Since the shortest path between two nodes in the
physical topology is the longest possible shortest path in the control topology
(i.e., adding informants can only lower this path), Hopsj,i considers the worst
case scenario for the node. Furthermore, preliminary testing indicated that con-
sidering the physical shortest path in the rating function, instead of the shortest
path in the control plane, lowered L for most cases while performing the same
with respect the remaining criteria.

Since nodes in the network maintain only local connectivity information,
they do not have knowledge of the shortest paths to all other nodes in either
the physical or the control plane topology. Thus, a counter is included in the
rating reply message which counts the number of hops for the message to get
from node j to node i. In this message, node j provides all the elements required
to calculate Rating(i, j), except for Hopsj,i. Once the message arrives at node
i, the final Rating(i, j) is calculated by node i using the information held in the
counter and the rating reply message. Since it is not crucial that the periodic
updates performed at each node be extremely fast, we send rating request and
rating reply messages using only the point-to-point lightpaths in the control
plane (and not via informants). The ‘shortcuts’ in the control plane are reserved
only for crucial monitoring information when a failure occurs and are not used
up by other less-important signalling and control overhead. This way the counter
would calculate the shortest path in the physical topology Hopsj,i. If we were to
define Hopsj,i as the shortest path in the current control plane topology, then
the rating request and rating reply messages could be sent over any link in the
control plane.

The last element in the rating function is simply the control plane in-degree
of node j. For the case when j has a high monitoring level and many transient
lightpaths relevant to node i, this parameter will not significantly affect the
rating. However, if two nodes have similar ratings with respect to monitoring
transient lightpaths, the node with a higher control in-degree is considered more
attractive since it has access to more one-hop control information.

In the approach, we suppose that every node has exactly one ‘informant’.
This assumption is made for simplicity but need not be so for the general case.
Furthermore, we assume nodes have global knowledge of the existence of all
other nodes in order to send random rating request messages. Since the physical
topology is for the most part fixed2, this is feasible but limits scalability. We are
currently investigating various modifications of the model to deal with these
issues.

2 Changes in the physical topology do not occur very frequently due to the difficulties
involved in laying down fiber
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4 Numerical Results

In order to evaluate the proposed self-organizing scheme, we developed an event-
driven simulator in C++. For simplicity, we assumed that the periodic updates
of nodes are performed synchronously. We tested the algorithm on a reference
topology of a pan-European basic network from the COST Action 266 project
[15] with 30 nodes and 48 bidirectional edges, shown in Fig. 4. We assumed two
levels of monitoring, differentiating between non-monitoring nodes (Monj = 0)
and nodes which are equipped with at least some optical monitoring equipment
(Monj = 1). To decide which nodes have optical monitoring equipment, we used
the monitoring placement policy described in [13]. According to this policy, if
a node is non-monitoring, all its neighbors must be monitoring nodes. Further-
more, if a node is of degree one, its neighboring node must be a monitoring
node.
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Fig. 4. The European basic network
topology, from [15].

Before running the simulation, an
initial virtual topology was created
for the data plane as follows. First,
a traffic matrix was generated using
the method suggested in [19] where a
fraction F of the traffic is uniformly
distributed over [0, C/a] while the re-
maining traffic is uniformly distributed
over [0, C ∗ Υ/a]. The values were set
to C = 1250, a = 20, Υ = 10, and
F = 0.7 as in [19]. To establish the
initial virtual topology, we set up light-
paths between pairs of nodes in de-
creasing order of their corresponding
traffic, with at most 5 lightpaths origi-
nating and 5 lightpaths terminating at
each node, i.e., we assumed 5 transmitters and receivers were utilized per node3.
Lightpaths were routed on their shortest physical paths, in terms of hops, and
we assumed that there were enough available wavelengths on all links.

In the first simulation scenario, referred to as Scenario 1, requests to tear
down the lightpaths comprising the initial virtual topology described above,
arrived according to a Poisson process with rate λ = 5. New lightpath requests
also arrived according to a Poisson process with rate λ = 5, with exponentially
distributed holding times with mean b = 10. We assumed that the monitoring
equipment at nodes was fixed. In this scenario, the values of TLPsi

j and TLPdi
j

in the informant Rating function can change over time while the remaining
parameters remain constant.

Simulations were run for 3 cases. In the first case, the control plane topology
was kept equivalent to the physical topology with no long-range shortcuts. This
is denoted as Phy CP . In the second case, a hybrid control plane was created at

3 At most one lightpath was established between the same pair of nodes.
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Fig. 5. The average path length in the control topology (a), the clustering coefficient
(b), and the average path lengths from monitoring nodes to the source nodes of their
transient lightpaths (c) for Scenario 1.
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simulation start time by choosing a random informant for each node in the net-
work, establishing the corresponding directed lightpath, and super-positioning
it onto the physical topology. This control plane, denoted as Random CP , was
then kept constant throughout the simulation. The third case ran the self-
organizing scheme proposed, starting initially with the random control plane
topology Random CP and then self-organizing to adapt to the network state.
This way we could analyze the benefits of the proposed scheme in compari-
son with the random case employing the same number of ‘shortcuts’ but self-
organizing itself in the presence of changes. The self-organizing control plane for
the third test case is denoted as SO CP .

Each simulation was run for 10000 time units. For the SO CP algorithm,
nodes sent rating request messages to random nodes periodically every 10 time
units. Furthermore, every 10 time units we recorded the structural properties
of the control plane and the data plane, and calculated the values for L, C,
Lmon to s, and Lmon to d. The results for L, C, and Lmon to s are shown in Fig.
5 in plots (a), (b), and (c), respectively. The results for Lmon to d are analo-
gous to those of Lmon to s and are, thus, omitted for lack of space. We can see
from plots (a) and (c) that the average path length of the control plane (L)
and the average path lengths from monitoring equipment to the source nodes of
transient lightpaths (Lmon to s) of the Phy CP control plane are significantly
decreased with the addition of extra long-range control lightpaths (SO CP and
Random CP ). This makes sense since there are an increased number if links
in the control plane topology. Naturally, the more lightpaths we add, the lower
the average path length. However, it is not desirable to establish too many
control lightpaths due to extra overhead and resource consumption. The Self-
Organizing Control Plane SO CP , obtained lower values for L, and even more
so for Lmon to s (and Lmon to d), than the Random CP even though they use
the same number of extra long-range lightpaths. With respect to the cluster-
ing coefficient C, adding random edges to the control plane naturally decreases
clustering to some extent. However, applying the self-organizing scheme caused
a smaller drop in clustering than the random case.

Note that it is desirable that there be a minimal number of changes in the
control plane due to high control overhead, and yet we want it to achieve the
desired global structure even in the presence of changes. To analyze our model,
we recorded all changes made to the SO CP topology during the simulation.
Initially, there were 80 changes in the first 2000 time units. However, once the
control plane stabilized, it only performed 2 changes from time 2000 until 10000,
even though there were 55103 changes in the virtual topology. This shows that
learning the location of the monitoring equipment and physical distances be-
tween nodes has a more significant impact on the control plane topology than
changes in the virtual topology, i.e. the node protocol is more sensitive to varia-
tions in Hops(j, i) and Monj than the remaining parameters in the Rating(j, i)
function. Thus, intense rearrangement of the control plane would more likely
occur in the presence of drastic changes in monitoring equipment or the physical
topology, rather than the virtual topology. This is very fortunate since monitor-
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Fig. 6. The average path length in the control topology (a), the clustering coefficient
(b), and the average path lengths from monitoring nodes to the source nodes of their
transient lightpaths (c) for Scenario 2.
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ing equipment at nodes and the physical topology are generally fairly constant
and change slowly over time. Thus, the control plane would be quite stable.

To see how SO CP would adapt to more drastic changes in the network,
we created a second simulation scenario, referred to as Scenario 2. Here we ran
simulations for 10000 time units where every 1000 time units there were major
changes in both the virtual topology and the monitoring equipment. The virtual
topology would be completely torn down and the same number of new random
lightpaths would be established. Furthermore, the optical monitoring available
at each node would fail with probability Pmon = 0.5, while non-monitoring nodes
would gain new optical monitoring equipment with the same probability. This
is, of course, a much hyperbolized situation but can help us see how SO CP
can adapt and self-organize into a stable state with the desired global structural
properties in the presence of drastic changes. The results of the simulations4 are
shown in Fig. 6.

For the average path length L shown in Fig. 6.(a), SO CP oscillates around
Random CP but both remain close and significantly lower than Phy CP . We
can see from Fig. 6.(b) that the clustering coefficient C for the control planes
with long-range edges is lower than the physical topology. However, the self-
organizing control plane performs better than the random constant one. With
respect to the number of hops from optical monitoring equipment to the source
of the lightpaths they monitor (Fig. 6.(c)), SO CP outperformed Random CP
and Phy CP in all cases. The situation is analogous for the number of hops
from monitoring nodes to the destination nodes of transient lightpaths. When
drastic changes occur, SO CP performs a series of changes to adapt in a self-
organizing manner and then stabilizes after achieving the desired properties. We
are currently investigating the behavior of the control plane in the presence of
node failure and growth of the network with the addition of new nodes or links.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a self-organizing scheme to create and maintain a
hybrid small world control plane for more efficient failure management in trans-
parent optical networks. The motivation for such a control plane lies in the fact
that fast detection, localization and restoration in the presence of failures are
particularly important in TONs due to very high data rates and their inherent
transparency. A small world control plane could significantly speed-up moni-
toring information exchange and potentially improve reliability. Furthermore,
maintaining such a topology in a self-organized manner makes it more scalable
and robust to changes in the network. Simulations performed on a reference
European topology indicate the benefits of this model. We are currently investi-
gating the possibilities of extending this model with feedback loops to minimize
the control overhead incurred by periodic node updates. Furthermore, develop-

4 The results for Lmon to d are again omitted since they are analogous to those of
Lmon to s.
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ing trust models to establish trust between nodes and the exchange of reputation
information could prove beneficial.
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